Communications and Marketing Strategy

SOLVE FOR "S"
Johns Hopkins University communicators were
challenged to increase engagement with the
president's annual end-of-year message.
Here's how we puzzled our way to success.

THE PUZZLE THAT HELPED US
BOOST ENGAGEMENT
The puzzle to the right helped us increase engagement with
our students, faculty, and staff by more than 150 percent year
over year. Our donor engagement was up more than
60 percent. The average audience member spent a whopping
42 minutes engaged with the content, up from less than 2
minutes in previous years. The puzzle was part of a creative
communications campaign leveraging digital, print, social,
video, email, an in-person event, and coverage by major media
outlets. Click below to see the puzzle's main desktop
landing page, and try it for yourself.
(See if you can crack the secret code!)

Play the puzzle here

(thankyou.jhu.edu)

thankyou.jhu.edu

WHAT WE DID AND WE DID IT
The Washington Post did such a great job telling our
story, we thought we'd let them do it here. See the
article on the following pages to learn more about how
the project came together.
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Add to list

During finals this month, Johns Hopkins University students were busy trying to solve a
crossword puzzle. The key question: What America's first research university is not named.
If they knew the answer - the most common blunder people make when referring to the school,
calling it "John" Hopkins - then they were off, recognizing that dropping an "s" out of some of
the answers would help them solve the whole, Hopkins-themed "Solve for S" puzzle.
Usually the president of Johns Hopkins, like most college leaders, sends a video at the holidays
thanking members of the university community for all their contributions. This year, Ronald J.
Daniels sent everyone a crossword puzzle, one built by a graduate student in cognitive science
whose research interests dovetail with this hobby. Tom McCoy studies computational linguistics
and is a puzzle constructor of such skill that he has had multiple crosswords published in the New
York Times. He agreed to craft a puzzle that gives lots of shout-outs to his school.
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Such as: What a particle discovered by a team including Johns Hopkins physicists is not named.
(Answer: Higg boson.)

"I thought it was brilliant," said Pedro Ribeiro, spokesman for the Association of American
Universities, who has seen a lot of year-end videos come across his desk over the years. It can be
hard to convey a message in a way that grabs attention and speaks to all of a university's

constituencies. "It was innovative, charming, a thoughtful way of engaging the university
community."

Ribeiro also had some advice: Don't try to do it in pen.
[Heard the one about the Hopkins students who studied stand-up comedy?]

Some of the questions are far easier for people with a Hopkins connection, but some clues include
hints, such as, "JHU-run gifted education program that sounds like a body of water plus a
beverage plus a question." (The answer is the acronym commonly used for the school's Center for
Talented Youth.)
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Or: "Sport JHU excels in, with a crossword term as its middle six letters."
Within just a few days,

21,000

people had looked at the puzzle online - spending an average of

more than 40 minutes on the page - and 1,800 people had solved the puzzle.
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"I was very proud to have this crossword make it onto the meme page" that students run, McCoy
said. "That's a very different kind of recognition than I usually get."
Those who solved the puzzle got a congratulatory video from Daniels and his wife applauding, and
a certificate that had some students joking on social media that with this diploma they could go
home, skipping final exams.

Elizabeth at home
@ElizabethPartan

Of all my accomplishments in grad school so far, this one
may be my favorite. I just taped this up to my wall and I can't
stop laughing #JHUcrossword thankyou.jhu.edu
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Elizabeth at home
@ElizabethPartan

Of all my accomplishments in grad school so far, this one
may be my favorite. I just taped this up to my wall and I can't
stop laughing #JHUcrossword thankyou.jhu.edu
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JOHNS HOPKI S
UNIVERSITY

€ertilicate of �upreme �kill
IN THE PUZZLE-SOLVING ARTS
--�-Thi:s certifies that the holder has demonstrated exceptional rluefollowing abilities.
afanlllSticflair for understanding clever wordplay, and an unparalleled grasp of all things
Hopkins by successfully completing the 2019Johns Hopkins University year-end crossword puzzk.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT!

11:14 AM · Dec 12, 2019
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See Elizabeth at home's other Tweets
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See Elizabeth at home's other Tweets

Amanda Klein-Cox @akleinedu • Dec 12, 2019

I love my alma mater so much. The levels of nerdiness and self
reflective humor never cease to amaze and amuse me. Complete
the #JHUCrossword! L_Jat thankyou.jhu.edu @JohnsHopkins
@JHU_Alumni
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@JohnsHopkins
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So glad you enjoyed solving our Very Hopkins Crossword!
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COMPONENTS
OF THE
PROJECT
MOBILE
LANDING PAGE
In addition to the main puzzle landing
page, a mobile-optimized puzzle allowed
audiences to play the crossword on
phones and tablets.
See the mobile site at
thankyou.jhu.edu (from a mobile
device)

2020 CASE AWARD SUBMISSION | JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

PRINT PIECE
In an effort to provide a more "old school"
puzzle-solving experience, 6,500 copies
of this 8 x 14-inch, double-sided print
piece were distributed to cafes, study
areas, and similar public spaces across
the university’s campuses and divisions.

PRINT PIECE (Side 2)

EMAIL DISTRIBUTION
The main driver of traffic to the crossword
site was this email message sent from the
university's president to more than
160,000 students, staff, faculty, donors,
alumni, and VIPs. A key metric of success
was an increase in the email click-through
rate.

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
The university’s central office of
communications and its divisional
communications offices spread word
about the puzzle using LinkedIn and
Twitter.

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
Facebook and Instagram posts help
drive thousands of people to the
crossword page.

NEWS STORY
A story about the puzzle maker
published on the university’s news site
helped bring additional attention to the
message.
See the news story at
hub.jhu.edu/2019/12/12/tom-mccoycross-word-puzzlemaker/

BEHIND-THE-SCENES VIDEO
A behind-the-scenes video published to
YouTube, Facebook, and other social media
sites encouraged more interaction with the
puzzle and messaging.
See the video at youtu.be/PuQ5wCv6ib8

CONGRATULATIONS
WEB PAGE & CERTIFICATE
In an effort to offer a tangible prize for
users who fully solved the very
challenging puzzle, audiences were able
to print and proudly display this
"Certificate of Supreme Skill," suitable for
framing.
See the certificate at thankyou.jhu.edu/
certificate-of-supremeskill.pdf

Certificate of Supreme Skill
in the puzzle-solving arts

This certifies that the holder has demonstrated exceptional clue-following abilities,
a fantastic flair for understanding clever wordplay, and an unparalleled grasp of all things
Hopkins by successfully completing the 2019 Johns Hopkins University year-end crossword puzzle.

Congratulations on your outstanding achievement!

CONGRATULATIONS WEB PAGE
People who solved the puzzle and
entered the correct secret code were
given another treat-- a looping image of
the university president his wife
applauding them for a job well done.
See the congrats page at
thankyou.jhu.edu/congrats

LARGER-THAN-LIFE PUZZLE
A jumbo copy of the crossword was
created as the centerpiece of a live
event meant to promote the puzzle,
with the university's president and the
puzzle creator at center stage.

MEDIA COVERAGE
The media relations team engaged a
reporter at the Washington Post early in
the process, resulting in a story in both
the print and online editions of the
highly respected publication.

“ It was innovative,
charming, a thoughtful
way of engaging the
university community.”
Pedro Ribeiro
Association of American
Universities Washington Post
12/27/2019

“

SOCIAL MEDIA REACTION

ENGAGEMENT RESULTS
As measured by email click-through rates and engagement time, the
puzzle significantly increased engagement among key audiences.

Email Click Rate Year Over Year

2018

2019

2 Minutes

42 Minutes

Donors

Average Engagement Time

2000%

